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OneTrust
PRIVACY, ETHICS & ESG

The #1 Most Widely Used Platform to Operationalise Your Privacy Programme

Trusted by 10,000 Customers Globally Both Big and Small to Operationalise Privacy, Ethics, & ESG

Visit Stand 21 for a Live Demo

Schedule a Virtual Demo Here
Deloitte is a recognised leader in the privacy and security domain. We take a collaborative approach with our wider firm to help our clients navigate new challenges and ideas.

We believe that for a robust and sustainable approach to privacy compliance the holistic view of a client’s needs must be taken into account. We help our client’s focus on this macro picture while delivering excellence at a detailed level. We have built our Privacy Catalogue of services to support our clients in transforming their privacy programmes from disconnected activities to one that facilitates cyber transformation across their organisation.

Our service offerings form the backbone of a successful privacy transformation. Our privacy experts identify compliance and operational gaps for our clients and tailor advisory services to meet these specific needs in a way that compliments the wider business transformation.
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Privacy Matters

To have a closer look at changes we’ve made to improve our privacy approach and protect people’s information, visit our Privacy Matters page.
End-to-End Cyber Risk Solutions

No matter where, when or how you need assistance, Kroll is the partner to call first. With industry and technical experts, unique insight and trailblazing technology, we are here to help.

Elite security leaders uniquely positioned to deliver end-to-end cyber risk solutions worldwide.

Visit kroll.com/cyber for more.
OneTrust DataGuidance™
REGULATORY RESEARCH SOFTWARE

Third Country Research to Streamline "Schrems II" & Data Transfer Impact Analysis

Leverage deep analysis of third country laws & practices across 300 jurisdictions to simplify your "Schrems II" response & data transfer analysis

*Powered by 40 in-house researchers and 800 legal contributors*

Visit Stand 1 for a Live Demo

Try DataGuidance for Free
Securiti is a pioneer of PrivacyOps and software platforms that provide simple, intuitive and automated data privacy compliance functionality.

- IDC

Sensitive Data Intelligence
People Data Graph
Data Mapping Automation
DSR Robotic Automation
Assessment Automation
Vendor Risk Management
Cookie & Universal Consent
Breach Management
Privacy Notice & Policy Management

www.securiti.ai

WATCH DEMO
LEARN MORE
We have been advising leading global brands on privacy and data protection matters for over 20 years. We are relentless in our pursuit of practical solutions for our clients. Areas of special focus include:

- Cybersecurity preparedness and incident response
- Internet of Things
- Cross-border data transfer
- Artificial intelligence
- Emerging technologies
- Big Data
- Health care
- Privacy and security regulatory enforcement
AWS: Protecting data is our ongoing commitment to EU customers

Earning customer trust is the foundation of our business at AWS and we know you trust us to protect your most critical and sensitive assets: your data.

With AWS, you control your data by using powerful AWS services and tools that allow you to determine where your data is, how it is secured, and who has access to it.

Learn more about EU data protection »

Organisations using AWS technology can comply with EU regulations

With AWS, you can improve your ability to meet core security and EU data privacy compliance requirements, such as handling data subject requests, managing personal data breach notifications, performing data protection impact assessments, and setting technical and organisational measures with respect to the processing of your data. We help you meet European laws and standards and achieve the highest levels of security, privacy, and resilience.

We invest in the economic, technological, environmental, and social fabric of the EU

Our products and services positively transform the everyday lives of people in the EU by enabling the democratisation of technology, empowering scientific discovery, helping communities recover from COVID-19, and more.

Find out more »

We respect EU values and support industry initiatives such as GAIA-X to define standards for the next generation of data infrastructure. We supported GAIA-X from the start and contributed to technical working groups during its’ formation. We also support the Cloud Infrastructure Services Providers in Europe (CISPE) Code of Conduct and and the IaaS Code of Conduct on data portability and cloud switching (SWIPO) in support of EU regulation.
Managing information risk through technology and human expertise.

- Information Governance
- Disputes & Investigations
- Data Privacy
- Cyber Security
- Compliance
- Enterprise Software
- Expert Consulting & Advisory

www.breakwatersolutions.com
Sidley’s Privacy and Cybersecurity team has the connections you need—for your Congress Wi-Fi and around the world.

We as a global law firm can connect you with the privacy and cybersecurity resources you need. Companies worldwide turn to our vast network of lawyers for innovative and practical solutions to today’s complex issues of data privacy, cybersecurity, and internet law.

Subscribe to Sidley’s Data Matters blog to remain update-to-date on key industry trends and best practices.